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Outline

• Biological databases are essential infrastructures for science
• Technological advances have led to generation of big data that need infrastructure

• Bioinformatics tools to unveil knowledge

• EMBL-European Bioinformatics Institute (EMBL-EBI), the home for big data in 
biology

• Protein knowledgebase (UniProt) in health and disease

• Building platforms for clinical and drug discovery



Infrastructures are critical



We use bioinformatics – the 
science of analysing, managing, 
storing and sharing biological 
information – to help scientists 
everywhere find answers and 
move scientific research forward

There is a lot of science which needs an 
information infrastructure 

How do living systems 
work, and what makes 
them change? 



Interpreting human variation

How and why 
do we differ 

from one 
another?

What causes 
susceptibility 
to disease?

How do you 
compare 
millions of 
genomes?

What makes 
some people 
more sensitive 

to drugs?

How important 
are lifestyle 
choices?



Small differences, big effects

• There are 3 billion base pairs in the human genome.

• Figuring out which regions are involved in disease –
and what they do – is a major challenge.

• Ensembl holds ‘reference’ datasets, and offers 
powerful software tool for analysing variation.

• Ensembl’s Variant Effect Predictor helps clinicians 
predict the potential effects of genetic variants.



Biotechnology

• Aim of ‘white biotechnology’: produce more useful products 
with less energy, generating less waste

• Enzymes and living cells—from yeast, moulds, bacteria and 
plants—routinely used in industrial processes

• Bacterial enzymes used in food manufacturing 

• Enzymes as active ingredients in
washing powders

• Transgenic E. coli used to produce human 
insulin in large-scale fermentation tanks

• Requires bioinformatics:

• search myriad life forms 

• identify most promising avenues of research



Smarter farming for better food security

We support crop scientists in finding solutions to the challenge of feeding a 
growing population by providing essential data and services:

• Genomes of domesticated animals

• Genomes of major crop species and pathogens

• Big Data infrastructure for soil metagenomics

• Tools for exploration and analysis.



Mapping biodiversity

Most of the life in the world’s oceans remains unidentified.

We help maximise the impact of exploration by:

•Establishing data standards

•Connecting different datasets, so they can be explored in new ways

•Sharing the data with everyone.



Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) 
• Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) threatens the effective 

prevention and treatment of an ever-increasing range of 
infections caused by bacteria, parasites, viruses and fungi.

• Over 700,000 people die each year from resistance 
infections worldwide. Without constructive action, it is 
estimated this could reach 10 million people a year by 
2050.

• Sept 2016 - United Nations signed groundbreaking 
declaration, acknowledging antibiotic resistance as our 
‘biggest global health threat’. 

• UN members + 13 pharmaceuticals agreed to

• facilitate ongoing innovation in antibiotic development

• increase public education

• enhance regulatory systems on the sale and uses of 
antimicrobial medicine for humans and animals

• As resistance has been increasing, antibiotic investment 
and innovation have sharply fallen



The home for big data in biology

The European Bioinformatics Institute

www.ebi.ac.uk



What is EMBL-EBI?

• Europe’s home for biological data services, research and training

• A trusted data provider for the life sciences

• Part of the European Molecular Biology Laboratory, an intergovernmental 
research organisation

• International: 600 members of staff from 60 nations

• Home of the ELIXIR Technical hub.



Our mission

Deliver 
excellent 
research

Train the 
next 

generation 
of scientists

Engage 
with 

European 
industry

Coordinate 
bioinformatics 

in Europe

Deliver 
scientific
services



OUR MISSION

To provide freely available 
data and bioinformatics 
services to all facets of the 
scientific community in ways 
that promote scientific 
progress



OUR MISSION

To contribute to the 
advancement of biology 
through investigator-
driven research in 
bioinformatics



OUR MISSION

To provide advanced 
bioinformatics training to 
scientists at all levels, 
from PhD students to 
independent investigators



OUR MISSION

To help disseminate 
cutting-edge 
technologies to 
industry



OUR MISSION

To support, as an 
ELIXIR Node, the 
coordination of 
biological data
provision in Europe



The Wellcome Genome Campus



Sources of funding

• EMBL-EBI is primarily funded by 
EMBL’s 23 member states.

• Other major funders:

• European Commission

• Research Councils UK

• National Institutes of Health

• Wellcome Trust

• Industry Programme



Data and tools to support life science research

www.ebi.ac.uk/services

Bioinformatics services



Data resources at EMBL-EBI

Literature & ontologies
• Experimental Factor Ontology
• Gene Ontology
• BioStudies
• Europe PMC

Chemical biology
• ChEBI
• ChEMBL
• SureChEMBL

Molecular structures
• Protein Data Bank in Europe
• Electron Microscopy Data Bank

Gene, protein & metabolite expression
• Expression Atlas
• Metabolights
• PRIDE
• RNA Central

Protein sequences, 
families & motifs
• InterPro
• Pfam
• UniProt

Genes, genomes & variation
• Ensembl
• Ensembl Genomes
• GWAS Catalog
• Metagenomics portal

Systems
• BioModels
• Enzyme Portal
• IntAct
• Reactome

Molecular Archives
•European Nucleotide Archive
•European Variation Archive
•European Genome-phenome Archive
•ArrayExpress
•BioSamples



Databases as service infrastructure 
Labs around the 
world send us 
their data and 

we…

Archive it

Classify it
Share it with 
other data 
providers

Analyse it
Add value

…provide 
tools to help 
researchers 

use it

A virtuous
circle



Database interactions

• Our collaborative community 
facilitates social, scientific and 
technical interactions

• This image shows internal 
interactions between data 
resources, as determined by the 
exchange of data.

• The width of each internal arc is 
weighted according to the number 
of different data types exchanged.



Big data, big demand

~27 million 
requests to EMBL-EBI websites 

every day 

120 petabytes
of storage capacity in our data centres

EMBL-EBI delivered

152 million 
jobs to its users in 2016

Scientists at over 

3.2 million 
unique IP addresses use 

EMBL-EBI websites



Programmatic access

Our users can run jobs on our servers, using the 
molecular data we host.

This can help small businesses carry out large-scale 
analyses



Collaboration in the cloud

www.embassycloud.org/

• Providing infrastructure for analysing Big Data can be a challenge 

• Embassy Cloud: private, secure, virtual-machine-based workspaces within the 
EMBL-EBI infrastructure

• Make optimal use of your customised workflows, applications and datasets, 
alongside public offerings

• A practical, cost-effective alternative to replicating services and downloading 
vast, public datasets locally. 
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What is UniProt?
The mission of UniProt is to provide the scientific community with a 
comprehensive, high-quality and freely accessible resource of protein 
sequence and functional information. 

• Understanding protein 
function is critical to 
research development in 
many areas of science such 
as biology, medicine and 
biotechnology

• Manual annotation of 
experimental data described 
from the literature

• It provides a summary of 
published experimental 
characterization data for each 
protein product 

http://beta.uniprot.org/help/about


What can you find in UniProt? 

Access wide range of manually 
reviewed experimental data about

proteins -what they do where, what 
they interact with, what is their role 

in a pathway

Explore the published literature for a 
protein

Browse and download complete 
proteome sets- something known in 

one organism that can lead to 
knowledge (currently unknown) in 

another organism

Variations and mutations link to 
disease and phenotype, or affect drug 

metabolism

Link to information in more 
than 150 other resources

Identify proteins in MS experiments
Levels of protein expression - PTMs

Access predicted information for 
uncharacterized proteins



Manual annotation of the human proteome
• Updated to the GRCh38.p7

• Manually annotated 
representation of 20,191 protein 
coding genes with over 59,404 
protein sequences

• Approximately 74,177 single 
amino acid polymorphisms 
(SAPs), 32,000 disease-linked 

http://www.uniprot.org/docs/humsavar

• 100,000 post-translational 
modifications (PTMs)

http://www.uniprot.org/docs/ptmlist

• 4,700 diseases manually 
annotated from literature

http://www.uniprot.org/proteomes/UP000005640

http://www.uniprot.org/diseases/

http://www.uniprot.org/docs/humsavar


Completing the human reference 
proteome 



Human Reference Proteome

CCDS project, a collaboration between Ensembl,
NCBI, UCSC and UniProt, aims to provide a
standard set of gene predictions for the human and
mouse genomes

• Considerable communication effort between curators
from different groups reviewing inconsistent protein
annotations.

• Reduce the differences and identifying well-supported,
identically-annotated, protein-coding regions.

Cover the gaps in gene predictions in UniProtKB
(one sequence for each protein coding transcript in Ensembl)

• Ensembl and RefSeq high quality gene/transcript models 
• UniProtKB high quality protein sequences



Mapping the human proteome to the genome 
reference

MAAI_HUMAN Isoform 1

MAAI_HUMAN Isoform 2

AGNED0_HUMAN

Create new TrEMBL record



Variation and disease annotation in the human 
reference proteome



UniProt natural variants annotation

Position 
of variant

Amino
Acid change

Variant
specific comment(s)

Variant
Evidence

Cross-referencesVariant
identifier



Variation and disease

Variations in proteins have 
effects affecting the 
sequence, structure, 
stability, interactions, 
activity, abundance and 
other properties

Features for the GLA gene (UniProt Acc. P06280), associated with Fabry disease (FD), on the 
NCBI map viewer. Shows a pathogenic variation that removes a Cysteine residue involved in a di-
sulfide bond critical to protein structure. Also shown an “Active Site”, an aspartic acid that serves as 
a proton donor and variations from UniProt associated with Fabry disease that affect the site 
directly



Integration of large-scale reference variation 

• For medical and functional 
interpretation of DNA 
changes

• Data Provided with the 
Variants
• Disease and phenotype 

associations

• Consequence Predictions

• Literature annotations

• Population frequency 
(1000 Genome Project)

• COSMIC
- Somatic status
- Tissue origin

ExAC
Exome Aggregation Consortium



Variation data formats

• Manual and large scale variants (including genomic 
coordinates)

ftp://ftp.uniprot.org/pub/databases/uniprot/current_release/knowledgebase/variants/

• BED files for all UniProt sequence annotations

40

chr21 25897602 25897604 P05067 0 - 25897602 25897604
0,102,102 1 2 0 VAR_044424 in AD1 Asp678Asn
Pubmed:15201367 

chr21 25897623 25897628 P05067 0 - 25897623 25897628
0,102,102 1 5 0 VAR_000015 in AD1 LysMet670AsnLeu
. 

chr21 25897641 25897643 P05067 0 - 25897641 25897643
0,102,102 1 2 0 VAR_010107 in a patient with late onset Alzheimer 

disease Glu665Asp Pubmed:8154870 

26 Positional types annotations including binding sites, 
PTMs, carbohydrate modified residues, variants, etc

ftp://ftp.uniprot.org/pub/databases/uniprot/current_release/knowledgebase/variants/


Tools for searching protein data



Tools for analyzing protein data



• Protein REST API has 
includes UniProt
sequence features, 
genome positions, exon 
boundaries in the 
protein and DNA and 
additional annotations

• Output in XML, JSON & 
GFF formats

• Available
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/proteins/
api/doc/swagger/index.html#/

Programmatic Access via Protein REST API



Outline

• Biological databases are essential infrastructures for science
• Technological advances have led to generation of big data that need infrastructure

• Bioinformatics tools to unveil knowledge

• Protein knowledgebase (UniProt) in health and disease

• Building platforms for clinical and drug discovery



Platforms for Clinical research



Platforms for Clinical research



Current clinical practice





Ellingford, J. M., et al. (2015). Pinpointing clinical diagnosis through whole exome sequencing to direct patient care: A case of Senior-
Loken syndrome. 
The Lancet  385(9980)  1916  http://doi org/10 1016/S0140-6736(15)60496-2

Senior-Loken Case Study
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Drug discovery

• Finding the right biological target for a 
drug requires bioinformatics to:

• identify promising targets 

• select candidate medicines.

• EMBL-EBI services support all stages 
of drug discovery:
• Ensembl

• UniProt

• ChEMBL

• Protein Data Bank in Europe

• Reactome



A public-private initiative to transform 
drug discovery by enabling the 
systematic identification and 

prioritisation of targets



Target Validation Knowledge Cycle

www.targetvalidation.org

New experimental data
physiologically relevant

Oncology
Immunity Neuro

Cross-
Disease

Public Databases  
and Pipelines

Target 
Validation 
Platform



targetvalidation.org

T D

E

Evidence 
Type

Source Target-
Disease

Association 
Objects

Marketed drugs ChEMBL 120,520

Affected 
pathways

Reactome 6,143

Somatic 
mutations

Cancer Gene 
Census

23,440

Proteins with 
disease roles

Uniprot 21,870

Genetic for rare 
diseases

Gene2Phenotyp
e

975

Rare genetic 
mutations

European 
Variation 
Archive

28,050

Complex 
disease

GWAS Catalog 32,363

Cancer driver 
mutations

IntOGen 2,377

Mouse models Phenodigm 395,622

RNA expression ArrayAtlas 529,084 

Text mining EuropePMC 3,678,967

Koscielny et al. Open Targets: a platform for therapeutic target 
identification and validation published online 29 November 2016. 
doi: 10.1093/nar/gkw1055 
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www.ebi.ac.uk

Stay in touch

Twitter: @emblebi

Facebook: EMBLEBI

LinkedIn: /company/ebi

YouTube: EMBLMedia
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